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Small company from Málaga
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
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et al. Molí Díaz, Adrián Antonio, “Experimental numerical correlation of a padel racket subject to impact,” in CMMoST 2019: 5th International
Conference on Mechanical Models in Structural Engineering, 2019, pp. 351–368.
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2. Molí Díaz, A. A. (Junio 2017). Correlación numérico-experimental del comportamiento ante impacto de una pala de padel. TFG




- Engineering parameters versus 
player’s sensations and racquet 
durability.
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- Numerical simulation  Explicit Finite Elements analysis.
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Internal relative pressure: 0.82 bar
Regulatory rebound height when launching 
from a height of 2.56 m: 1.35-1.45 m.
https://padelstar.es/reglas-de-padel/reglamento-la-pelota/ (24-1-2021)
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Free fall / rebound
Regulatory rebound height when launching 
from a height of 2.56 m: 1.35-1.45 m.
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𝐾 is the volumetric modulus of compressibility.
𝐽 is the unit volume change.
𝜆𝑖 are the principal deformations.
μj and αj are the material constants.
𝑁 is a number, eligible, of terms that can be used
for the definition of this function. In this work,
three terms have been considered.
Behavioral law defined by unitary deformation energy function (W)
Maxwell relaxation function (viscous behavior) Prony
series (g(t))
𝐺𝑖 are shear moduli.
𝛽𝑖 relaxation factors.
𝑛 is the number, eligible, of terms in the
Prony series, two in this paper.
ALLEN, Thomas Bruce (2009). Finite element model of a tennis ball impact
with a racket. Doctoral, Sheffield Hallam University. element model of a
tennis ball impact with a racket,” Sheffield Hallam University, 2009.
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Number of elements
Maximum von Mises stress [MPa] 
The time step is performed automatically by SOL 700 of MSC Nastran, to ensure that the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy condition is satisfied. 
Where:
h is the element size.
c maximal wave speed.
𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 maximum system eigenfrequency.
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
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t = 0 ms
v0 = 8.17 m/s
t = 24 ms
t = 32 ms
t = 85 ms
t = 379 ms
t = 639 ms
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Study case: Marvel racquet
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Balanced glass fabric:220 𝑔𝑟/𝑚2
Twill 3K carbon fibre 2×2: 200 𝑔𝑟/𝑚2
Hybrid braiding carbon/glass 40 𝑚𝑚: 
39.8 𝑔𝑟/𝑚
EVA foam (Ethylene-vinyl acetate).
Multipurpose epoxy resin for 
manual lamination
Manufacturing process: Hand-laminated and vacuum bag for hybrid braiding
Core: EVA foam
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TRI and Quad Shell elements
Hexahedral elements
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➢ Impact velocity (30 m/s)
➢ Grip embedding
➢ Ball-Racquet contact
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Number of elements
Maximum displacement [mm]
Time step performed automatically by
SOL 700 of MSC Nastran, to ensure that
the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition is
satisfied.
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𝐌𝐛 𝐌𝐝 𝐂𝐦 𝐇𝐇
𝑧
𝑥
Marvel (SHARK) Commercial Huarte-Huera
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CONTROL Reference Racquet: Marvel
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❏ Ball model validated by regulations.
❏ Racquet-ball model.
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(2) Drop test machine Instron CEAST 9350. Load cell 2,25 𝑘𝑁
(1) Universal test machine  Servosis ME-405/10. Load cell 1 𝑘𝑁
❏ Introduction to viscoelastic foam behavior
❏ Modification of reinforcing materials.
❏ Racket geometry change
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